Out There on the Dance Floor Is a Bit of Paradise
Fiscal Insanity
By Mark Potter

The San Diego City Council recently adopted the city's $1.5 billion budget, drawing criticism from some quarters that it was not a fiscal responsible plan. Many citizens are concerned about the budget's impact on their daily lives. The city's budget includes significant increases in various departments, which has led to debates over the city's financial health.

Q: Why did the budget pass?
A: The budget was approved due to the city's financial needs and the lack of alternatives. The council members felt that the budget was necessary to address the city's current financial situation.

Q: What is the impact of the budget on the city's residents?
A: The impact of the budget on the city's residents is significant as it will affect various aspects of their daily lives, including the cost of living, property taxes, and other services.

Q: What is the budget used for?
A: The budget is used to fund various programs and services provided by the city, including education, public safety, and infrastructure.

Q: Who is responsible for the budget?
A: The budget is the responsibility of the city council, who are elected by the residents to represent their interests.

Q: What is the budget's impact on the environment?
A: The budget includes measures to address environmental issues, including efforts to reduce pollution and increase sustainability.

Q: What is the budget's impact on the economy?
A: The budget is expected to stimulate the local economy by providing funds for various initiatives.

Q: What is the budget's impact on the future?
A: The budget is designed to address the city's long-term financial needs and ensure its sustainability in the future.

Pork Ranch

The council's decision to adopt the budget has sparked controversy. Some citizens are not satisfied with the decision and are calling for a review of the budget. The council has responded by reassuring the public that the budget is necessary to address the city's financial needs.

Q: What is the council's response to the criticism?
A: The council has responded by reassuring the public that the budget is necessary to address the city's financial needs.

Q: What is the council's plan to address the criticism?
A: The council has indicated that they will consider feedback from the public and make necessary adjustments to the budget.

Q: What is the council's plan to increase transparency?
A: The council has indicated that they will increase transparency by providing more information about the budget and its impact on the city's residents.

Q: What is the council's plan to address the environmental concerns?
A: The council has indicated that they will address environmental concerns by implementing measures to reduce pollution and increase sustainability.

Q: What is the council's plan to address the economic concerns?
A: The council has indicated that they will address economic concerns by stimulating the local economy through various initiatives.

Q: What is the council's plan to address the future needs?
A: The council has indicated that they will address future needs by providing funds for various initiatives that will address the city's long-term financial needs.

Q: What is the council's plan to address the public's concerns?
A: The council has indicated that they will address public concerns by providing more information about the budget and its impact on the city's residents.
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Out There on the Dance Floor Is a Bit of Paradise

Once the summer ends, the days get shorter. The nights get longer. And then the weather gets colder. Yet there's still a sense of excitement in the air. The street corners are alive with activity as people flock to local bars and clubs to dance the night away. And there's nowhere better than the dance floor for catching the music and letting loose.

"Do you know what you get when you play country-western music back-to-back?"

Maybe it's all the music that has been building up inside you. Maybe it's the desire to let go and move your body. Whatever it is, the dance floor is the perfect place to let it all out. You can lose yourself in the rhythm of the music and dance until you can't anymore. It's a great way to forget about the stresses of everyday life and just enjoy the moment.

"You can't untangle yourself from a dance floor at night."
THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR TODAY'S COMPUTER USER...

- INTEL PENTIUM
- MMX 166 Mhz
- 2.1GB Hard Drive
- 22MHz RAM
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Work Area - Stand up to work as you should. The 20-30 minutes is the norm. You can't walk and think. You can't stand up and think.
The Monster Lot:

Over 600 used cars for sale in San Diego

Check the Reader's Web site for hundreds of cars, vans and trucks that you won't find in this issue. Many with color photos! You will see listings from private parties and from the dealers listed below:

- Tipton Honda
- Toyota of El Cajon
- Guy Hill Cadillac
- Harrill BMW Chevrolet Geo
- Benjamin Corvette
- Cash Used Car Outlet Store
- Pearson Ford
- Herman Cook Volkswagen
- Pacific Nissan
- Automotive Outlet
- Toyota of Escondido
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FDA Approves Excimer Laser for Astigmatism as Well as NearSightedness!
Can Laser Improve Your Vision?

A Free Video Will Answer Your Questions

Welcome to technology and see your life as you never have before! Astigmatism affects 20 million Americans. This condition, usually caused by a cornea that is not perfectly round, can lead to blurriness, double vision, and other vision problems. The Excimer Laser, a revolutionary new procedure, can correct astigmatism and improve vision in just a few minutes. This procedure is now FDA approved for the treatment of both nearsightedness and astigmatism.

For more information, call 490-3948
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LOVE IS A GREAT SUBJECT,
ADULTERY IS A GREAT SUBJECT,
ROMANCE IS A GREAT SUBJECT,
SEX IS A GREAT SUBJECT
Go with California's largest weight loss clinic!

PHEN-FEN
AFFORDABLE WEIGHT-LOSS PROGRAM

Sierra Medical Group
1-800-686-8517

$49
PER MONTH

The most reasonable price in town

MEDICAL FEE DEPENDING ON MONTHLY VOLUME
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

Sierra Medical Group's Medical Weight-Loss Program
AFFORDABLE AND SAFE

1 permanent location.
No appointment necessary.

Sierra Medical Group, 2222 Mission Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, CA 94111
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What I loved about that poem, apart from the pleasure of the words in the mouth, was how clearly it told me that men's hearts get broken too.

That's why I started dating Doc. What a difference a gay man can make! He opened up my mind to new experiences and helped me grow as a person. I realized that love comes in many forms, and a gay man can be just as great a partner as a straight one. I learned that love is not defined by gender, but by the connection and commitment between two people.

Doc was someone who truly appreciated and respected me for who I was. He showed me that love is about acceptance and understanding, and he taught me how to be a better person. I knew that I had found someone special in him, and I was determined to make our relationship work.

With Doc by my side, I felt confident and secure. He was my rock, and I knew that I could always count on him. We went on adventures together, exploring new places and trying new things. We laughed and cried together, and I knew that I had found a true partner in life.

Doc passed away a few years ago, but his memory lives on in my heart. I will always cherish the time we spent together and the lessons he taught me. I know that he would be proud of me, and I strive to honor his memory by being the best person I can be.

I want to thank all the gay men who have helped me along the way. You have shown me that love is possible, and I am grateful to have you in my life. Thank you for being a part of my journey.
Are you into reptiles?
See our animals in their natural environments. Quality captive bred and select imports.
BABY SEASON IS HERE!

15% off selected reptiles
When purchased with a complete setup.
Must present coupon. Expires 7/31/97.
Extended guarantee available.

BUY IT TODAY...GET IT TODAY!

FUTONS 4 LESS
Solid Hardwood Frame with Futon
$269
Bean Bag $19.95
Futon Cover $99.95
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WANT CELLULAR BUT AFRAID IT COULD GET OUT OF CONTROL?

Get the new AirTouch Prepaid Cellular Card and just pay as you go.

AirTouch Prepaid Cellular Calling Card
$30

- No monthly bill
- No contract
- No credit check

PURCHASE AT A LOCATION NEAR YOU OR CALL 1-800-AIRTACHT FOR DETAILS.
I Remember These People And I Remember Their Names

Larry Tarkowski, fishing through the files at his local library, was surprised to find a clipping tucked inside an issue of a regional newspaper. The clipping contained a picture of a man he recognized immediately. "I think I've seen him before," Tarkowski said, "but I can't place where or when." He took a closer look at the picture and realized it was of a man named John Smith, a well-known local figure who had disappeared several years ago.

"I remember reading about him," Tarkowski continued. "He was the owner of a small business that went out of business during the economic downturn. I heard he had financial troubles and was struggling to make ends meet. I even heard rumors that he had taken his own life." Tarkowski looked down at the clipping and shook his head. "I wish I could have done more to help him."
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LOCAL EVENTS

Theater: "Coconut Dance" is an exciting Pacific Islander festival that celebrates the culture and traditions of the region. The dance performs at various venues throughout the city, offering a unique blend of music, dance, and storytelling. The event is open to the public and attracts both locals and tourists. For more information, visit the official event website or contact the city's cultural affairs department.

Music: The annual Pacific Islander Music Festival returns to the city's main amphitheater. Performers from across the region come together to showcase their talents and share cultural heritage through music. The festival features a variety of acts, from traditional island music to contemporary styles. Tickets are available online or at the box office. For more details, visit the official festival website.

Dance: In addition to the Coconut Dance performance, there are several other dance events scheduled throughout the week. Check the local calendar for updates on locations and times.

Food: The Pacific Islander Food Festival offers a taste of the region's cuisine with a variety of authentic dishes from different islands. The festival is located in the city's Cultural District and features food vendors from various Islands. Visitors can expect tosample local dishes like poi, luau, and tikis. The festival is family-friendly and includes entertainment for children.

Art: A special exhibition dedicated to Pacific Islander art is on display at the city's main art museum. The exhibit features works by local and international artists, highlighting the rich cultural heritage of the Pacific Islands. The museum is open daily, and admission fees vary based on age and group type. Individual tickets are recommended for a comprehensive experience.

Upcoming Events:
- "Coconut Dance" (August 1st)
- Pacific Islander Music Festival (August 5th)
- Food Festival (August 7th)
- Art Exhibition (ongoing)

For more information, visit the city's official tourism website or local event programs. Tickets and passes are available online or at the venues.
Mainly Magnificent
What would Atherton and Falmom be doing now, if they had stuck with that slowly sinking ship?

M...
When Lewis Is Around You Have to Take Two Tylenol

"He can run riot, and all you can say is, 'I'm delighted you're here.'"

A

Frequent World Traveler Lewis May not Be Everyone's Idea of a Vacation Buddy. But Could it Be That He's the Kind of Man Who, Once He's Turned on to a Place, Is Its No-Nonsense Tour Director? Or That He's the One Who Can Show You the Way to the Best Restaurant or the Most Fascinating Museums? Or That He's the One Who Can Make You Feel Like You've Just Discovered a New World?

Lewis is a man of many talents. He's a writer, a musician, a painter, a dancer, a poet, a chef, a teacher, a philosopher, a scientist, an explorer, a politician, and a world traveler. He's also a man of few words, but those words are always full of wisdom and insight. He's a man who has seen the world and knows what he's talking about.

He's a man who has been to many places, but he's always the first to say that he's never been to enough. He's a man who has been to the ends of the earth, but he's always searching for new horizons. He's a man who has seen the highs and lows of the world, but he's always looking for the good in people.

When Lewis is around, you have to take two Tylenol. He can run riot, and all you can say is, 'I'm delighted you're here.'
He's Not Exactly Charlie Manson, But He's Got Followers

She and Gracia were in the process of removing modern paintings from the wall when Seja "whacked" Gracia in the head with a painting and broke the frame.

---

WEDNESDAYS
B-SIDE PLAYERS

High Energy Latin, April 8

- Club Salsa & Nettie Rivera & 13 Rick Chans
- Ezequiel Romero
- Salsa Records
- Club Brazil
- Brasil

---

SURGERY GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.
AND YOU THOUGHT YOU'D NEVER NEED A DAY PLANNER.
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Calendary

MUSIC SCENE

South Bay/Coronado

The Ranch, 2301 Main Ave., 11:30 p.m.

Chantilly, 259-1732, 9:30 p.m.

The Crocodile, 1496 Folsom Blvd., 9:30 p.m.

The Presidio, 3944 Mission St., 9:30 p.m.

The Varsity, 3010 Oak St., 9:30 p.m.

The North Beach, 2609 Mission St., 10 p.m.

North County

The Ranchie Club, 3025 Pacific Hwy., 9 p.m.

The Crocodile, 1496 Folsom Blvd., 9:30 p.m.

The Varsity, 3010 Oak St., 9:30 p.m.

The Presidio, 3944 Mission St., 9:30 p.m.

East County

The Presidio, 3944 Mission St., 9:30 p.m.

The Varsity, 3010 Oak St., 9:30 p.m.

The Crocodile, 1496 Folsom Blvd., 9:30 p.m.

The Ranchie Club, 3025 Pacific Hwy., 9 p.m.

The Ranch, 2301 Main Ave., 11:30 p.m.

Call The Reader to 435-3000 from 1:30 to Include Your Name In Soundboard

Cool & Strange Psychedelic Shop

Patricks II

50% off ANY PURCHASE

Positively Approaching

Blue Highway

Border Crossing

Buck Wilson

Red Lane Roos

The Preservation Revue

Skate World
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A Fairly Remote Corner of Vista

I've rarely seen you so impatient and anxious.

Downtown center and its seven square miles of urban sprawl. So, Vista, the town in which I work as a city planner, has a population of about 26,000 and is located in San Diego County.

On a recent visit to Vista, I noticed something quite unusual: the town seemed deserted.

I asked a friend who lives nearby what was going on, but he couldn't explain it. After some research, I found out that there was a movie being made in the town. The film was called "Utopia," and it was being shot in the town center.

The movie was about a group of people who had been transported to a distant planet and were trying to survive. The town center was being used as a set for the planet's capital city.

I was amazed at how well the town had been transformed. The buildings had been painted in vibrant colors, and there were props and special effects everywhere.

I asked my friend if he would like to come with me to the set. He was hesitant at first, but then he changed his mind. We went to the set together, and it was an incredible experience.

The town center was filled with actors and crew members, and the sound of the film's music was deafening. We walked through the set, and it was like being in another world.

I couldn't believe how well the town had been transformed. It was as if we had been transported to another planet.

After our visit to the set, I was left with a newfound appreciation for Vista. It's a town that is full of surprises, and I'm looking forward to seeing the movie when it's released.

If you ever find yourself in Vista, be sure to take a walk through the town center. You never know what you might see!
Over 300 of Eleanor Widmer's recommended restaurants on the Web!
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YOU'RE SINGLE.
WE'RE FREE.
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MEET YOUR MATCH! Use the form below to place your FREE, 5-week Phone Matches' Ad and get your FREE Voice Mailbox.
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  - Expiration date

SIGNATURE:
- By sending this ad, the sender agrees to the following:
  - The sender is the owner of the ad and the information contained within.
  - The sender agrees to hold the publisher harmless for any damages, losses, or liabilities arising from the publication of this ad.

CALL 210-329-9200 to place your ad today!
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The 30-/40+ Singles Party Production
NEW FACES-FREE!
If you've never been to a '30+ youth party, just call us and we'll show you how to have a good time! Call 1-900-844-6282.